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Abstract
The gas phase anion photoelectron spectrum associated with the bromide-bromomethyl radical is pre-

sented. The stabilisation energy and electron binding energy, a property corresponding to the electron

affinity of the neutral complex, are determined. Ab initio MP2 optimisations (with additional CCSD(T)

energies) found two forms of the complex, a hydrogen bonded complex and a halogen bonded complex.

The halogen bonded complex was found to exhibit C2v symmetry and the hydrogen bonded complex

exhibited Cs symmetry. Comparison between the experimental data and the computational data allow

conclusions to be drawn about the structure of the experimentally observed species.
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2 Introduction

Halogenated methanes readily undergo dissociative electron attachment, in large part due to the signif-

icant electron affinity associated with the halogen atoms [1]. Dibromomethane, which has a large rate

constant of thermal electron capture [2, 3], is such an example and undergoes dissociative electron at-

tachment to produce a bromide anion and bromomethyl radical [1,4]. Following the electron capture and

resultant dissociation of dibromomethane, the nascent bromide anion and bromomethyl radical can form

a loosely-bound van der Waals complex.

The resultant bromide-bromomethyl radical complex (Br– ···CH2Br · ) features the bromide anion bound

either to a single hydrogen of the bromomethyl radical or bound linearly to the bromine atom of the

bromomethyl radical. This system has previously been the subject of study by means of infrared spec-

troscopy [5]. It was determined that the predominant form of the complex sees the bromide bound to the

bromomethyl radical through a single hydrogen bond, whilst the bromine bound system was found to be

higher in energy and not spectroscopically observed [5]. The binding displayed in the hydrogen bound

complex was found to be similar to the style of binding observed in the iodide-methyl radical (I– ···CH3 · )

system, where the iodide appends to a single hydrogen of the methyl radical [5, 6].

As was suggested above, the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex can also feature the bromide ap-

pended linearly to the bromine atom of the bromomethyl radical. This type of arrangement is highly

similar to that observed in the chloride - trichloromethyl radical (H2O ···Cl– ···CCl3 · ) system where the

chloride anion binds linearly to a single chlorine of the trichloromethyl radical moeity [7]. This structural

motif is also observed for chloride-tetrachloromethane (Cl– ···CCl4), where the chloride anion binds lin-

early to a single chlorine atom of the tetrachloromethane moeity [8]. This binding is termed a halogen

bond where the negatively charged halide forms a stabilising interaction with the σ-hole located on the

halogen atom of the molecular moeity [9]. The halogen bond is thought to be comprised of electrostatic

and polarization Coulombic terms [10, 11], as well as some contribution from charge transfer [12, 13].

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy is a technique that allows elucidation of properties associated with

a neutral species based on photoelectron detachment from an anion, with recent examples provided

here [14–16]. The technique can be easily extended to the study of ion-molecule van der Waals com-

plexes including radical containing complexes such as I– ···CH3 · [6] and I– ···H2O ···CH2CH3 · [17].

The major information provided by anion photoelectron spectroscopy is the electron binding energy as-

sociated with the complex, with increased resolution able to reveal the vibrational states of the associated

neutral species [18].
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The power of anion photoelectron spectroscopy in relation to charged van der Waals complexes is obser-

vation of the increase in electron binding energy of the complexed system with respect to that of the bare

anion, which results in information related to the strength of the bonding. As an illustrative example, a

photoelectron spectrum of a bare bromide anion yields a 2P3/2 photodetachment peak at approximately

3.36 eV [19, 20], when complexed with a nitrogen molecule (i.e. Br– ···N2) the 2P3/2 photodetachment

peak associated with bromide shifts to approximately 3.43 eV [21]. In contrast, the complex formed

between bromide and water (i.e. Br– ···H2O) shifts the 2P3/2 photodetachment peak associated with bro-

mide to 3.93 eV [22], which shows the stronger ion-dipole interaction between bromide and water that

leads to a larger stabilisation of the negative charge, thus shifting the photodetachment peak to higher

energy.

In this paper, we present the photoelectron spectrum assigned to a gas phase van der Waals complex

consisting of bromide and a bromomethyl radical. The structure of this complex has been refined using

ab initio calculations, with the photoelectron detachment energies simulated using CCSD(T) single point

energy calculations.

3 Methods

3.1 Experimental Methods

The experimental work associated with this research was performed using a time-of-flight anion mass

spectrometer in tandem with a time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer (TOF-PES). The mass spec-

trometer allows mass selection of desired anion complexes of interest and is based on the Wiley-McLaren

design [23]. The mass spectrometer is coupled to a magnetic bottle style photoelectron spectrometer

based on the design of Cheshnovsky et al [24]. The overall experimental setup associated with the Wild

group has been described in detail previously [25], and therefore only specific experimental parameters

associated with the current work are detailed here.

The experimental gas mixture associated with the experiment consisted of dibromomethane and argon

with a total pressure of 400 kPa, with the gas mixture consisting almost entirely of argon. The dibro-

momethane was introduced into the gas mixture by way of its vapour pressure. The gas mixture was

then pulsed through a piezo-electric nozzle and intersected by a stream of energetic electrons from a

Rhenium filament. The anion van der Waals complexes of interest then form following dissociative

electron attachment processes. The Br– ···CH2Br · complex is then mass selected from the associated

time-of-flight and intersected by a 5 ns pulse of 266 nm (4.66 eV) laser radiation (fourth harmonic of a

Nd:YAG Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Pro). The photodetached electrons are then captured in a strong
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divergent magnetic field and guided to the photoelectron detector by a homogenous solenoid magnetic

field along a 1.8m flight tube, the divergent magnet acting in unison with the solenoid magnetic field

is what constitutes the magnetic bottle design. The photoelectron time-of-flight was then recorded and,

upon conversion to kinetic energy (eKE), used to determine the electron binding energy (eBE) associ-

ated with the Br– ···CH2Br · complex by way of the known photon energy (hν) via Eq. 1.

eBE = hν − eKE (1)

Conversion from photoelectron time-of-flight to kinetic energy is not a linear process, and therefore

involves a Jacobi transform rescaling the spectral intensity with respect to energy as opposed to time-of-

flight. Essentially, the Jacobi transform is performed by multiplying the spectral intensity with respect

to time-of-flight with the time-of-flight cubed (t3). In order to observe an appreciable photoelectron

signal associated with Br– ···CH2Br · , multiple spectra were recorded and averaged with each photoelec-

tron spectrum consisting of 10000 laser shots. In addition to recording the photoelectron spectrum of

the Br– ···CH2Br · complex, calibration spectra were recorded for bare bromide and iodide, with iodide

present from previous experiments. The known energy of the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 spin-orbit states associ-

ated with detachment from both bromide and iodide allow calibration between time-of-flight and kinetic

energy.

3.2 Computational Methods

The geometry associated with the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex was optimised at the MP2 level

of theory in the Gaussian 09 software package [26]. Dunning’s augmented, correlation consistent basis

sets were employed, with carbon and hydrogen allocated their respective aug-cc-pVQZ (AVQZ) basis

sets [27, 28]. With respect to bromine, the corresponding pseudo-potential basis set of the form aug-

cc-pVQZ-PP (AVQZ) was employed [29]. The geometry optimisations were followed by vibrational

analyses at the associated level of theory in order to ensure the optimised geometry constituted a mini-

mum on the potential energy surface. Owing to the relatively weak binding exhibited by these van der

Waals complexes, strict convergence criteria were employed (1 ∗ 10−8Eha−10 ).

Following on from the MP2/AVQZ optimisation and associated harmonic vibrational analysis of the

bromide-bromomethyl radical complex, single point energies were computed at the MP2/AV5Z level

of theory as well as using the CCSD(T) method. All CCSD(T) calculations were carried out using the

CFOUR software package [30]. The final energies associated with the complex, and the ones presented

here, represent complete basis set (CBS) energies. Two complete basis set extrapolation methods were

employed: the first involving the MP2 energies and the second involving the CCSD(T) energies. With
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respect to the MP2 energies, the SCF energy was extrapolated based on AVQZ and AV5Z energies using

the formula of Karton and Martin [31], which can be seen in Eq. 2.

E∞ = EL +
EL − EL−1

Lexp(9(
√
L−
√
L−1))

L+1
− 1

(2)

In contrast, the MP2 correlation energy was extrapolated based on the AVQZ and AV5Z energies using

the formula of Eq. 3. With respect to the MP2 energies, a value of α = 3 was used in accordance with

Helgaker et al [32]. The CCSD(T) energies were extrapolated following the W1w protocol [33], again

making use of Eq. 3. The W1w protocol requires extrapolation of the SCF energy from the AVTZ energy

and the AVQZ energy with α = 5 [34]. The CCSD energy contribution is similarly extrapolated, but with

α = 3.22 [34]. In contrast, the pertubative triples (T) energy contribution is extrapolated from the AVDZ

energy and the AVTZ energy with α = 3.22 [34].

E∞ = EL +
EL − EL−1

( L
L−1)

α − 1
(3)

In order to investigate the planarity of the bromomethyl radical and the bromdie-bromomethyl radical

complex, relaxed potential energy scans were employed. These potential energy scans involved the use

of B3LYP [44], MP2 and CCSD(T) methods all using the AVTZ basis set. The CCSD(T)/AVTZ scan

involved single point energy determinations at this level of theory based on optimised geometries at the

MP2/AVTZ level of theory (i.e. the CCSD(T)/AVTZ//MP2/AVTZ level of theory).

4 Results & Discussion

4.1 Computational Results

4.1.1 Theoretical Complex Geometries

Prior to consideration of the van der Waals complex formed between a bromide anion and a bromomethyl

radical, first we shall consider the bromomethyl radical moeity in isolation. The bromomethyl radical is

part of a family of monosubstituted halomethyl radicals consisting of the fluoromethyl, the chloromethyl,

the bromomethyl, and the iodomethyl radicals. These species have been the subject of spectroscopic

study and it has been found moving through the series that the fluoromethyl radical is quasiplanar [35],

while the chloromethyl [36], bromomethyl [37, 38], and iodomethyl radicals are planar [39]. This trend

has been attributed to the decreasing electronegativity of the halogen atom along the series [40]. There-

fore, based on experimental investigation, the bromomethyl radical is considered to be planar. When

studied computationally, the planarity of the radical at first appears inconsistent with optimisation of pla-
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nar and near-planar structures depending on the method and basis set used [41–43]. However, as has been

noted in a previous ab initio study, there appears to be no substantial difference between the near-planar

and planar structures when comparing their respective calculated properties [41]. The bromomethyl rad-

ical was optimised as part of this study and found to be near planar at the MP2/AVQZ level of theory,

with a dihedral angle of 2.8°. A subsequent relaxed potential energy scan was performed, scanning the

dihedral angle at the B3LYP/AVTZ level of theory as well as CCSD(T)/AVTZ single point energies based

on MP2/AVTZ optimised points (i.e. the CCSD(T)/AVTZ//MP2/AVTZ level of theory). Overlayed on

the scan is the zero-point energy associated with the inversion mode of the radical, which can be seen

in Figure 1. With reference to the scan, a minor inversion barrier can be seen associated with both the

MP2 and CCSD(T) results. However, the zero-point energy of the inversion mode places the ground state

above the inversion barrier, which renders the vibrationally averaged structure of the radical planar.

Harmonic inversion mode, ν = 0
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Figure 1: Relaxed scan of the C-Br-H-H dihedral angle of the bromomethyl radical, performed at B3LYP/AVTZ

(dot-dashed line), MP2/AVTZ (dashed line) and CCSD(T)/AVTZ//MP2/AVTZ (solid line). The zero-point energy

associated with the inversion mode has been shown using a solid line. (Note: the inversion mode was determined

using the harmonic approximation at the MP2/AVQZ level of theory.)

The bromide-bromomethyl radical complex geometries have been optimised at the MP2/AVQZ level of

theory with the associated vibrational analysis resulting in all real modes. As was suggested earlier, two

geometries of the complex exist, one with the bromide anion appended to a single hydrogen of the bro-

momethyl radical moeity and one with the bromide anion appended linearly to the bromine atom of the

bromomethyl radical moeity; these two structures will be referred to as the hydrogen bonded and halogen

bonded geometries respectively. The hydrogen bonded geometry displayed C1 symmetry (Figure 2. a),

whereas the halogen bonded geometry displayed C2v symmetry (Figure 2. b). The hydrogen bonded

geometry exhibited the bromide anion bound at a distance of approximately 2.42 Å with respect to the

hydrogen and with an angle of 168° with respect to the C – H bond. The halogen bonded geometry on the
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other hand, featured the bromide anion bound linearly at a distance of approximately 3.22 Å with respect

to the bromine atom.

Figure 2: MP2/AVQZ predicted geometries of the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex; a. represents the hydro-

gen bonded geometry and b. represents the halogen bonded geometry.

The bare bromomethyl radical has C – H bond distances of 1.072 Å and a C – Br bond distance of

1.827 Å. As shown by way of Figure 1, the bare bromomethyl radical is planar, but when complexed

with a bromide anion, the bromomethyl radical undergoes minor structural changes. With respect to

the halogen bonded geometry, this complex was found to be planar with the C – Br bond elongating

to a distance of 1.833 Å. In terms of the hydrogen bonded geometry, the C – H bond with which the

bromide anion interacts elongates increasing from 1.072 Å to 1.088 Å. A scan similar to that performed

for the bare bromomethyl radical was performed for the hydrogen bound complex, and is provided in

Figure 3. In contrast to the bare bromomethyl radical, a B3LYP/AVTZ scan was not performed with

respect to the complex, since results associated with the B3LYP functional have been found unreliable

with respect to loosely bound complexes [45]. The dihedral angle scan associated with the hydrogen

bound complex tells a similar story to that of the bare bromomethyl radical; where high level ab initio

results suggests a near planar geometry, however once again the zero-point energy of the inversion mode

places the ground state above the inversion barrier, again resulting in the vibrationally averaged struc-

ture being planar in the ground state configuration. It is worth noting that the inversion barrier at the

CCSD(T)/AVTZ//MP2/AVTZ level of theory associated with the bare radical is approximately 4 cm−1,

whereas the inversion barrier associated with the hydrogen bound complex increases to approximately
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12 cm−1. Based on the difference in inversion barrier, the out-of-plane geometry can be said to be more

pronouced in the hydrogen bound complex. However, since the inversion mode undergoes blueshift to

higher energy, the ground state of the hydrogen bound complex still lies far above the inversion barrier.

Therefore, the vibrationally averaged ground state of the hydrogen bonded complex exhibits Cs symme-

try.

Harmonic inversion mode, ν = 0
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Figure 3: Relaxed scan of the internal bromomethyl radical dihedral angle (i.e the C-Br-H-H dihedral angle) asso-

ciated with the hydrogen bonded bromide-bromomethyl radical complex, performed at MP2/AVTZ (dashed line)

and CCSD(T)/AVTZ//MP2/AVTZ (solid line). The zero-point energy associated with the inversion mode has been

shown using a solid line. (Note: the inversion mode was determined using the harmonic approximation at the

MP2/AVQZ level of theory.)

A comparison of the equilibrium and harmonic dissociation energies (i.e. De and D0) with respect to

the two geometries is presented in Table 1. Importantly, the dissociation energies show the hydrogen

bonded geometry to be more stable than the halogen bonded geometry by approximately 12.9 kJ/mol.

The relative dissociation energies suggest that experimental observation of the halogen bonded geome-

try is unlikely, indeed a simple Boltzmann distribution shows that the relative population of the halogen

bonded geometry at 298K would approach 0.54% and be even less at experimental temperatures in a

molecular beam produced via supersonic expansion. As seen in Table 1, the dissociation energies have

been determined both at the MP2/CBS and CCSD(T)/CBS levels of theory. In general, there is a high

degree of agreement between the two levels of theory, with the MP2 results appearing to slightly un-

derestimate the strength of the hydrogen bonded system and slightly overestimating the strength of the

halogen bonded system, with respect to the CCSD(T)/CBS results.
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Table 1: Dissociation energies of the hydrogen bonded and halogen bonded bromide-bromomethyl radical com-

plexes. The equilibrium dissociation energy (De) and harmonic dissociation energy (D0) have been calculated both

at the MP2/CBS and the CCSD(T)/CBS levels.

Br– ···CH2Br ·
De D0

[kJ/mol] [kJ/mol]

MP2 CCSD(T) MP2 CCSD(T)

Hydrogen bonded 38.5 39.2 35.9 36.6

Halogen bonded 25.6 24.9 24.4 23.7

4.1.2 Predicted Vertical Detachment Energies

The Franck-Condon principle dictates that the most intense transition in an anion photoelectron spectrum

will be the vertical detachment transition where an electron is instantaneously detached and the complex

retains the anion geometry. The vertical detachment energy was predicted by determining the differ-

ence in energy of the anion geometry and a neutral complex at the anion geometry, thereby simulating

the instantaneous release of a photoelectron. The vertical detachment energy was computed at both the

CCSD(T)/CBS and MP2/CBS levels of theory based on the MP2/AVQZ optimised geometry associated

with the anion complex in question. The anion state is a doublet anion and the photodetachment
event results in the loss of a sinlge electron from the bromide anion, resulting in the production of a
bromine radical. The resultant system formed by way of instantaneous photoelectron detachment
would exist either as a triplet biradical or a singlet biradical.

The predicted vertical detachment energies associated with both the singlet and the triplet states are pro-

vided in Table 2. Given both singlet and triplet states involves detachment of an electron from the bromide

anion, in order to gain an accurate estimate of the transition energy, the raw computational energies need

to be split in accordance with the spin-orbit states of bromine as this is not included computationally.

Therefore in order to allow determination of the detachment transitions associated with the 2P3/2 and
2P1/2 states of bromine, the experimental coupling constant associated with bromine was added. Due to
the loose nature of the binding between the bromide anion and the bromomethyl radical, the spin-
orbit constant associated with the bromomethyl radical moeity was not included since the detached
electron originated from the bromine radical. Additionally, the spin-orbit constant associated with
a bromomethyl radical is approximately 415 cm−1 [37], which is much less than that of bromine.
A further shift was applied to the computational results based on the difference between MP2/CBS and

CCSD(T)/CBS energies associated with the computed bare halide transitions and those associated with

the corresponding experimental transitions. In practice, that translates to a shift of −0.107 eV added to

the MP2/CBS energy and a shift of −0.013 eV added to the CCSD(T)/CBS energy.
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Table 2: Summary of the singlet and triplet vertical detachment energies (VDE) determined for both the hydrogen

and halogen bonded complexes.

Hydrogen Bonded
CCSD(T)/CBS MP2/CBS

[eV] [eV]

Singlet VDE
2P3/2 4.07 4.52
2P1/2 4.53 4.98

Triplet VDE
2P3/2 3.74 3.76
2P1/2 4.19 4.21

Halogen Bonded
CCSD(T)/CBS MP2/CBS

[eV] [eV]

Singlet VDE
2P3/2 3.59 3.58
2P1/2 4.04 4.04

Triplet VDE
2P3/2 3.59 3.59
2P1/2 4.04 4.04

With reference to Table 2, the vertical detachment energies associated with the triplet state show a high

level of agreement between the respective MP2/CBS and CCSD(T)/CBS values. This is not the case
for the singlet biradical detachment state where a mismatch between MP2 and CCSD(T) can be
seen, this mismatch is particularly evident associated with the singlet detachment state of the hydrogen
bonded complex and could point to the requirement of multi-reference methods in order to accurately

determine the energy of this state. The singlet biradical state was not further explored and is beyond

the scope of this work, since as is shown by the experimental photoelectron spectrum in Figure 5, the

experimental energies were found to be in excellent agreement with the triplet state vertical detachment

energies associated with the hydrogen bonded complex.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 Mass Spectrometry

A typical mass spectrum associated with the dibromomethane and argon gas mixture can be seen in Figure

4. The bare halide peaks in the mass spectrum occur at 79m/z, 81m/z and 127m/z, the characteristic

splitting pattern associated with the 79m/z and 81m/z peaks being that of bromide. Iodide occurs as

a singular peak at 127m/z. The cluster of peaks located at 172m/z, 174m/z and 176m/z, indicated

by the asterisk, result from the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex. The characteristic splitting of

these peaks in an isotopic ratio of approximately 1:2:1 occurs as a result of the complex containing two
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bromine atoms, each of which have their intrinsic isotopic splitting of approximately 1:1.
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Figure 4: Experimental mass spectrum associated with a gas mixture containing argon, and dibromomethane. The

envelope asterisk indicates the triplet of peaks associated with the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex.

In addition to the bare halide peaks and the peaks associated with the bromide-bromomethyl radical com-

plex, other peaks were also present. The complex formed between bromide and water was observed at

97m/z and 99m/z, whilst the complex formed between bromide and nitrogen was observed at 107m/z

and 109m/z. The complex formed between bromide and argon, the other component of the experimental

gas mixture, was observed at 119m/z and 121m/z. The doublet oberserved at 109m/z and 111m/z is

attributed to the bromide-formaldehyde complex, with formaldehyde a remnant from a previous experi-

ment.

4.2.2 Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The photoelectron spectrum of the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex can be seen in Figure 5, with

the associated electron binding energies tabulated in Table 3. The electron stabilisation energy (Estab)

refers to the difference in binding energy with respect to the bare bromide anion and the bromide-

bromomethyl radical complex.
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Figure 5: Experimental photoelectron spectrum of the bromide-bromomethyl radical system recorded using a pho-

ton energy of 4.66 eV.

In the photoelectron spectrum, the main observable feature is the two peaks corresponding to the two spin-

orbit states of bromine (i.e. 2P3/2 and 2P1/2). The observation of the two spin-orbit states of bromine

confirm the identity of the species as a van der Waals complex consisting of a bromide anion loosely

bound to a bromomethyl radical, rather than a molecular anion. This agrees with the idea that anion pho-

toelectron spectra involving van der Waals complexes can generally be thought of as a pertubation of the

corresponding photoelectron spectrum of the bare anion [46]. As mentioned previously, the computed

energies associated with detachment to the triplet state of the hydrogen bonded complex are in excel-

lent agreement with the experimentally determined peaks. The presence of peaks associated with the

halogen bonded species cannot be ruled out as the calculated positions would suggest their being convo-

luted within the major peaks associated with the hydrogen bonded complex. The minor shoulder on the

main 2P3/2 peak at around 3.6 eV could be the result of 2P3/2 peak associated with the halogen bonded

complex, which was calculated to occur at 3.59 eV. However, given the resolution of the experimental

spectrum combined with the outcome of the Boltzmann distribution, this assignment is not appropriate.

Therefore, the major form of the complex was found to be the hydrogen bonded form, which is in agree-

ment with a previous infrared spectroscopic study of the complex [5].
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Table 3: Experimentally determined binding energies associated with the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 photodetachment states

of a bare bromide anion and the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex. The computationally determined vertical

detachment energy associated with the hydrogen bonded geometry has been provided in italics.

2P3/2
2P1/2 Estab

[eV] [eV] [eV]

Br– 3.35 3.82 -

Br– ···CH2Br · 3.75 4.18 0.40

Br– ···CH2Br · 3.74 4.19 -

5 Conclusion

Two geometries associated with the bromide-bromomethyl radical complex were optimised at the MP2/AVQZ

level of theory with associated energetics determined at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. Dissociation

energies were determined with respect to each form of the complex and the hydrogen bonded form was

found to be more stable, with a dissociation energy of 36.6 kJ/mol. Initially, the computed structures of

the bare bromomethyl radical appeared to deviate from the known planar structure. However, potential

energy scans at different levels of theory showed the radical to be planar in the vibrationally averaged

ground state. Similarly, the hydrogen bonded complex was found to be planar in the ground state from

potential energy scans. The hydrogen bonded complex was found to exihibit Cs symmetry whilst the

halogen bonded complex was found to exhibit C2v symmetry.

The photoelectron spectrum associated with the bromide-bromomethyl complex was presented and char-

acterised by the two major photodetachment peaks of bromine occurring at 3.75 eV and 4.18 eV respec-

tively. These peak locations were found to be in excellent agreement with the computed detachment

peaks of the hydrogen bonded complex, found to occur at 3.74 eV and 4.19 eV respectively. Overall, the

experimental data combined with the computational data show the hydrogen bonded complex to be by far

the most abundant. However, the presence of photodetachment peaks attributed to the halogen bonded

complex cannot be discounted as they would likely be convoluted within the main peaks.
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